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Important rule: You are not the user

Patron
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UX Process Overview

Understand Users

Surveys, Interviews, Card Sorting

Create Personas & Scenarios

Understand 
Content

Content Inventory

Content Audit

Competitive Analysis

Explore Design 
Options

Design Guidelines

Pattern Libraries

Wireframing

Evaluate

Tree Testing

Usability Testing

A/B testing

Analytics
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Understanding Users
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Who are your users?

• Determine defining characteristics of your audience

• New or returning 

• Novice or advanced

• Age

• Gender

• Specializations/jobs

• Online habits and experience

• Interests or activities
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Study user motivations and preferences

Survey Set of questions asked to large subset of users.
“How many of our patrons use both the mobile app and the 

website?”

Interview Conversation with users one-on-one.
“What drives people to our website?”

Focus group Facilitated discussion with a group of target users (5-8 

people).
“What kind of experiences have our users had with our website?”
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Surveys should be as simple as possible

SURVEY TYPE WHEN WHY

Intercept While user is on 

the site

Target issues with  pages or 

sections

Post-transaction 24-48 hours 

after visit

Assess general outcomes

cakemail.com;  survey tool: qualaroo.com
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Conduct ethnographic research to learn about 
your users in their natural environment
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Card Sorting: Explore Mental Models

• ~ 60 cards

• Avoid ‘keyword matching’ by using synonyms and 

non-parallel structures 

• harvesting vs. picking

• woman vs. female

• Consider adding brief descriptions/images if  

meaning is unclear: Digital Collections vs. Special 

Collections

• Use content from the same “level” in the site hierarchy
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Card sorting results

• Card sorting does NOT provide a finished, multi-level IA. 

• Case Study: Drupal.org

• Users expected to find: About, Community, Documentation

• “Outsiders” did not expect: Download to include themes or modules

• Before: 

• After: 

• How to analyze your results: look for

• Similarity: Number of times two cards are placed in the same pile

• Label ideas

• Rationale: Why people group things together; provides insight into users’ 

mental models

www.disambiguity.com/drupalorg-what-we-learned-from-the-card-sort/

http://www.disambiguity.com/drupalorg-what-we-learned-from-the-card-sort/
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Results: Dendrograms show concept clusters

Optimalsort
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Other sources of information about users

• User Research: Field research, 

usability tests

• Customer Service: Customer service 

records, user comments

• Engineering: Server logs

• Leadership: Business plans, vision 

documents

• Internal audiences: Employee surveys, 

job descriptions

• General Information: community 

demographics, www.pewinternet.org

http://www.pewinternet.org/
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Personas: User archetypes

• “Personas place the focus on specific 

users rather than on ‘everyone.’
- John Pruitt and Tamara Adlin, authors of The Persona Lifecycle

• Help focus the team

• Refer to personas instead of “the user”

• Can be used as a guide in an expert 

review

• How would Winnie deal with this 

process? 

Walk through several screens noting 

positive and negative spots for Winnie

• Tip: Make them available to everyone; 

hang on walls in team areas
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Personas & Scenarios

http://staffweb.lib.washington.edu/news/units/ITS/ux/2009-q2/persona-construction/final-personas/uw-libraries-personas-overview-of-

the-completed-project

http://staffweb.lib.washington.edu/news/units/ITS/ux/2009-q2/persona-construction/final-personas/uw-libraries-personas-overview-of-the-completed-project
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Understanding Content
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Content strategy

• “Content strategy plans for the creation, publication, and governance of 

useful, usable content”

- Kristina Halvorson, author of Content Strategy for the Web

• Start with a content audit

• What content do you have now?

• How is the content organized?

• Who creates the content?

• Is the content effective?

• Is the content findable? 

• Think Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

• Is the content structured with metadata? 

Content Strategy for the Web (2009) by Kristina Halvorson
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Site mapping tool: PowerMapper

http://www.powermapper.com/ http://home.snafu.de/tilman/xenulink.html

http://www.powermapper.com/
http://home.snafu.de/tilman/xenulink.html
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Content inventory vs. Content Audit

Purpose: 

Identify and locate existing site content

Includes some or all of the following:

• ID number

• Page title

• URL

• Level in the site

• Content type (i.e., HTML, PDF, .mov)

• Character count

• Owner/maintainer

• Topics/keywords/meta description

• Last updated

• Broken links

• Alt tags on images

Content Audit

Purpose: 

Evaluate content

Includes some or all of the following:

• Purpose

• Intended audience(s)

• Accuracy

• On message?

• Traffic

• Calls to action

• Consistency with style guide

• ROT (Redundant, Outdated, Trivial)

• OUCH (Outdated, Unnecessary, 

Current, Have to Write)

Content inventory

TIP

Use a site crawling tool (Xenu or Powermapper) 

to partially automate the inventory.

http://www.mstoner.com/blog/content-and-writing/content-inventory-content-audit/
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Competitive Analysis
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Explore Designs
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Where to start with your design

• Follow design principles & conventions

• Usability guidelines

• Psychology concepts

• Accessibility requirements

• Pattern libraries

• Platform conventions
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No right way to design a UI – “it depends”

• Following guidelines and best practices will make it easier

• Example: In the main navigation, highlight the site area the user is 

currently viewing a page in. 
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• US Air Force’s UI guidelines from 1985: 90% still correct

• Web usability guidelines from 1998, reassessed in 2007:

• 80% still correct

• 58% still an issue

• 22% designers showing restraint

• 20% fixed

• 10% better technology

• 10% better users

Durability of usability guidelines
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When “the experts” disagree

• Personal opinion vs. empirical research

• Everybody entitled to their own opinion, but opinions do differ

• How many experts on one side or the other?

• Usually most people with sound methods find the same things

• Simply weigh the evidence on a balance scale

• Discount sensationalist findings claiming to disprove all that’s 

previously known

• e.g. “response times don’t matter for web usability”
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Creating good labels

Get ideas from…

•Search logs

•User testing results

•Card sorting

•Competitors
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Pattern libraries hold examples of features 
known to work well in specific situations

“Use a progress bar in a wizard or other predefined multistep process 

that the user may only ever have to complete one time, or at most on 

rare occasions...”

http://developer.yahoo.com/ypatterns/
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Sketch Prototype  Evaluate
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Wireframes can be used for communicating 
and testing new design

• You may use a different 

prototype to test vs. impress

• Don’t spend too much time 

on wireframes

• Use real content as much as 

possible (not lorem ipsum)
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Evaluate
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Tree Testing: Do Users Understand your labels?

Tool: Treejack
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Usability testing 101

• Gathers first-hand data from real users

• Can be quick, easy and inexpensive

• Find about 80% of problems with just 5 user tests

• Involves a design, a user and a facilitator

• Test one user at a time (“one-on-one user testing”)

• Uses the think-aloud methodology

• Measure success, time on task, errors, 

subjective satisfaction

• Is mainly qualitative (4-5 users)

• Can do in-person or remote meetings
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(Paper) prototype testing

• Encourages idea exploration

• Allows for rapid iterations (quick fixes)

• Can test basic interactions with higher 

fidelity clickable prototypes

• Tools:

• Pen & paper

•

•

•

•

•
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Key determinant of UX quality: How many 
rounds of iterative design you do?

5 5 5

2

2

1

Rapid Prototyping
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Analytics: Common elements to measure

• Pageviews

• Time on page

• Depth

• Search

• Clickthroughs

• Recentness of last visit

• Frequency

• Engagement

• Retention

• Subscriptions

• Registrations

• Survey Completions

• Blog Comments

• Blog Posts

• Ad clickthroughs

• Downloads

“Soft” Data Hard Data
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Use Data to Evaluate Design Success

Careful…sometimes data is ambiguous
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A/B Testing: Compare two alternatives

Make only one design change for each test, so you can be sure it was 

the cause of the test results.

www.abtests.com/test/263001/product-for-the-corkscrew-wine-merchants

Version A: 12.5% conversion Version B: 31.0% conversion
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Further Reading

• Agile and Iterative Development: A 

Manager's Guide

• The Design of Everyday Things

• Don’t Make me Think

• The Essential Persona Lifecycle

• The Inmates are Running the 

Asylum

• Prioritizing Web Usability

• A Project Guide to UX Design 

• The Design of Sites

• www.alistapart.com

• www.boxesandarrows.com

• www.asktog.com

• www.jnd.org

• www.ixda.org

• www.nngroup.com/articles

• http://usabilitybok.org

• www.upassoc.org

• www.uxmatters.com

Books Online 

http://www.alistapart.com/
http://www.boxesandarrows.com/
http://www.asktog.com/
http://www.jnd.org/
http://www.ixda.org/
http://www.nngroup.com/articles
http://usabilitybok.org/
http://www.upassoc.org/
http://www.uxmatters.com/
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Thank you!

www.linkedin.com/in/kwhitenton

http://www.linkedin.com/in/kwhitenton

